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Nuclear Training Centre in Ljubljana, Slovenia, is serving to NPP Kr9ko as a subcontractor
for initial phases of technical staff training. In addition we are also organizing several
international training courses, we perform the radiological protection training for users of
ionizing radiation in industry, medicine and science and we are also running the public
information centre with about 7000 visitors per year.

For all these activities we have only I I people available. In order to maintain the quality and
efficiency of our work, we were forced to develop strongly computerized support system for
the internal communication and maintenance of ever growing databases.

The Central Database for Course Management

Basic component of our system is the central database ICJT (ICJT is the acronym of the
Slovenian name of our training centre). It is available to all personnel through the computer
network. Thereby the internal communication is greatly improved. Its basic functions are the
following:

• Maintenance of basic data about every project (training course, contractual agreement or
internal activity) including involved persons and deadlines.
Once the decision for the organization of the course (or any other activity) is made, its
basic data are entered into the database. The head of the Centre assigns the project
coordinator and the administrator. The administrator then connects all the planned
lecturers and participants with the project. At any point anybody involved can get the
updated list of participants in different formats (only names, names with companies, Ml
addresses etc.)

• Maintenance of the address book of all the persons ever involved in the Centre.
The name of any person is entered only once and can be later used for different purposes.
Thereby the possibilities for errors are largely reduced. It is also very easy to change the
data. For example, if somebody has changed the employer, this would be entered once and
after that correctly used in all further applications.

• Tracking of the adherence to deadlines for every project.

• Automatic creation of QA forms for project quality control.
The head of the Centre has the access to the list of "pending" projects. Typical source of
mistakes and bad practice in the past was the last, concluding part of the activities
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connected with courses. After the participants at the end of the last day leave the Centre,
everybody involved tends to "forget" about the successfully "finished" project. But there is
a number of things to be done after the end: archiving of course materials, evaluation of
questionnaires, implementation of lessons learned etc. With the help of the QA features of
our database this is now simplified to the satisfaction of everybody involved.

• Generation of the final certificates for each participant in the course.
Our training centre issues several hundred training certificates per year. With the help of
this database the creation of the certificate design and tracking of their creation is
enormously simplified. The secretary has only to select the name of the person from the
address book, click several buttons and the certificate is created and its data are entered
into the database. At any point we can get information about the number of people with
valid certificates or number of people whose certificates will expire in the near future and
would therefore need additional training and/or examination.

• Statistical evaluations of our activities.
We can easily make summaries over the number of courses, number of participants,
lecturers, participant countries, participant-weeks or any combination of them in certain
time periods. Such data are used as indicators for our management purposes.

• Mail merge capabilities for distribution of letters.
In addition to the permanent pre-designed set of forms, lists and reports, it is also possible
to use the database as a source of mailing addresses for any kind of letters created with the
word processor. This can largely simplify the work of our secretaries.

This database has substantially simplified work of our two secretaries and helped the technical
staff in management of projects. For example, each training course has typically 25
participants from different countries. The name and affiliation of everyone is now entered into
the database only once. The different lists of participants (i.e. for entry visa approval, for letter
labels, for tabletop labels or for registration forms) are then automatically printed upon
request. The project leader can check the status of the project at any moment from his
computer.

Another important part of the QA system is the procedures. Our basic one is defining how to
conduct the training course starting from the invitation letter to the flowers at the table on the
day of opening. It includes also the project conclusion form, which proved to be highly
effective way of quality assurance. The project leader is relieved from his responsibilities only
after the list of actions is fulfilled and approved by the head of the Centre. At all stages of the
project the database can significantly help both the project manager and the secretary.

Management of Visits to our Information Centre

Another important database maintains data about the visitors from schools to our information
centre. There we have stored the addresses of all the schools in Slovenia. At the beginning of
every school year we send the invitation to visit our information centre to all schools.

After the secretary gets the information about upcoming visit, she enters it into the database
and the acknowledgment letter is generated automatically.
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After the visit data about the number of visitors, their age and the offered activities (lecture,
exhibition, visit to research reactor) are entered into the database. We can get statistical
evaluation about the visits at any instant.

Databases for Training and Information Activities Support

For our training and information activities we are maintaining several other databases:

• Training materials
This database is still under development. Once it will be finished, we will have all our
training materials (student handouts, lesson plans, viewgraphs) computerized and
accessible at any moment from the network. The QA/QC system will be integrated and
will provide the structured system for verification of the quality of materials.

• Documentation
This is a typical bibliographical database about all our books, reports and similar
documents.

• Video material
We have an extensive collection of video materials ranging from information movies for
general public to specialized training videos.

• Photographs and other pictures
This database keeps track of all photographs of NPP components and/or other things,
which are used in our training.

• Database for computerized generation of exams
It is quite a difficult task to create a good exam at different stages of the training course or
at the end of it. With this database we are maintaining a set of verified questions and
simplifying the generation of exam sheets and later evaluation of the exams.

• Data base about all the nuclear power plants in the world
For our information purposes we are maintaining this database, where we collect number
of relevant publicly available data about every nuclear power plant in the world, including
the picture where available. Part of it can be seen on our WWW site
http://www2.ijs.si/-icjt/plants/npp-all.html.

Conclusion

It is the mission of our training centre to serve as a reliable and effective source of information
about nuclear technologies to nuclear professionals and to the wider public. In order to cope
with the increasing number of activities and with the limited number of people and resources
available, we had to introduce systematic and highly computerized system for more effective
internal communication and support of our activities, which is described in this paper. We
have in great extend achieved two main objectives, which we expected from it:
• To reduce and simplify our routine activities.
• Force us to follow the predefined rules and thereby maintain the high quality of our work.
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